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Oerlikon Saurer will present news from the 
twisting world at Inlegmash 2010 

 
Arbon, 8. March 2010 – Oerlikon Saurer will show its presence at the Oerlikon 
Textile booth at the Inlegmash 2010. The booth team of Allma and Volkmann 
product lines is looking forward to welcoming their visitors in Moscow from 20 to 
22 April 2010. They will be informed about the latest news on products, 
technologies and services at our information booth FC03 in hall Forum.  
 

Oerlikon Saurer enjoys a high reputation in the Russian market 
As supplier of top-performing twisting and cabling systems, Oerlikon Saurer with its product 

lines Allma and Volkmann has won an important position in the Russian and Eastern 

European markets in recent years.  

Both in the clothing and technical textiles sector, Oerlikon Saurer products are first choice, as 

both product lines are among the top in research and development and also with regard to 

product quality worldwide.  

At the Inlegmash 2010, Oerlikon Saurer will inform the trade visitors about the latest 

developments of their product range and give a survey over their extensive range of services. 

 

Allma TCS and Allma CC3 offer cutting-edge technology for optimal technical yarns 
The Allma TCS (TechnoCorder) is the leading machine in the market for all kinds of technical 

yarns made from single and multiple yarns. The Allma TCS can be optionally supplied with 

precision winding for perfect twist packages or with assembly-winding unit for complex 

technical yarns.  

Allma CC3 (CableCorder) is the high-performance cabling and twisting machine for cabling  

2-ply tire cord as well as twisting single yarns or balanced and unbalanced 3-ply constructions.  
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The innovative ring twisting machine Volkmann GT (GlassTwister) features a modern and 

ergonomic design and high functionality, making it highly suitable for twisting single and 

multiple yarns for finest glass yarns with a perfect package build. This also applies to basalt 

fibres, featuring continuous filament yarns with a long tradition on the Russian and Eastern 

European markets.  

While the Volkmann CC (CarpetCabler) established itself on the BCF market for carpet yarns, 

the Volkmann CT (CompactTwister) with its enhanced servo traversing unit offers optimum 

twist quality, maximum productivity and high flexibility with regard to material and fineness for 

processing twisted yarns for the quality-minded apparel industry.  

 

Oerlikon Saurer secures the future of its customers 
With state-of-the-art products and a comprehensive range of services, Oerlikon Saurer offers 

its customers ideal production and market conditions enabling them to grow in line with the 

dynamic textile markets in Russia and Eastern Europe now and in the future.  

 

 
About Oerlikon  
Oerlikon (SWX: OERL) is one of the world's leading high-tech industrial groups specializing in machine 

and plant engineering. The company is a provider of innovative industrial solutions and cutting-edge 

technologies for textile manufacturing, thin-film coating, drive, precision, vacuum and solar energy 

systems. A Swiss company with a tradition going back 100 years, Oerlikon is a global player with 

around 16,000 employees at 180 locations in 37 countries and sales of CHF 4.8 billion in 2008. The 

company ranks either first or second in the respective global markets. 
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Regional Sales Director 
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